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Warm greetings from Warm greetings from 
Slovenia!Slovenia!



Slovenia:Slovenia:

�� Until 1918 part of the Habsburg Monarchy, Until 1918 part of the Habsburg Monarchy, 
from 1918 to 1941 part of the Kingdom of from 1918 to 1941 part of the Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia, from 1945 to 1991 one of the six Yugoslavia, from 1945 to 1991 one of the six 
republics of communist Yugoslavia,republics of communist Yugoslavia,

�� An independent country since 1991,An independent country since 1991,
�� A democratic, lawA democratic, law--governed, welfare state governed, welfare state 

with a republican form of government,with a republican form of government,
�� Member of NATO, and member of the EU Member of NATO, and member of the EU 

since 1 May 2004,since 1 May 2004,



�� Capital city: Ljubljana,Capital city: Ljubljana,

�� Just over 2 million inhabitants,Just over 2 million inhabitants,

�� Official language: Slovenian,Official language: Slovenian,

�� Italian and Hungarian also have official status Italian and Hungarian also have official status 
in areas with a concentrated settlement of in areas with a concentrated settlement of 
ethnic Italians or Hungarians.ethnic Italians or Hungarians.



Slovenians have had a Slovenians have had a 

literary language since the literary language since the 

16th century:16th century:

�� 1584: the Bible is translated into Slovenian,1584: the Bible is translated into Slovenian,

�� 1584: Slovenian is first codified in a grammar,1584: Slovenian is first codified in a grammar,

�� 16th century: Slovenian is introduced into 16th century: Slovenian is introduced into 
churchchurch--run grammar schools.run grammar schools.



�� 1812: a chair for Slovenian is established in 1812: a chair for Slovenian is established in 
Graz.Graz.

�� 1817: a chair for Slovenian is established in 1817: a chair for Slovenian is established in 
Ljubljana.Ljubljana.

�� 1919: the first Slovenian university is founded 1919: the first Slovenian university is founded 
in Ljubljana.in Ljubljana.



The position of Slovenian The position of Slovenian 

in the former Yugoslavia:in the former Yugoslavia:
�� Under the constitution Slovenian had equal Under the constitution Slovenian had equal 

status with other languages of Yugoslavia status with other languages of Yugoslavia 
(Serbian, Croatian, Macedonian),(Serbian, Croatian, Macedonian),

�� In practice, however, it was not equal,In practice, however, it was not equal,
�� In Yugoslav Slovenia, Slovenian was the In Yugoslav Slovenia, Slovenian was the 

official language except for the military and official language except for the military and 
diplomacy and customs,diplomacy and customs,

�� SerboSerbo--Croatian was used in federal, military, Croatian was used in federal, military, 
and diplomatic institutions.and diplomatic institutions.



The position of Slovenian in 

democratic Slovenia:

� Slovenian is used in all areas of life,

� The public use of Slovenian was codified by 
an act adopted in 2004.



Attention to Slovenian and its Attention to Slovenian and its 

terminologyterminology

As a small nation, Slovenians have also As a small nation, Slovenians have also 
continued to exist because continued to exist because wewe have cultivated have cultivated 
ourour language and Slovenian terminology.language and Slovenian terminology.



Within the Habsburg monarchy, Slovenians were 
equal to other developed nations in the 
monarchy.



�� 1853: 1853: MatejMatej CigaleCigale published published JuridischJuridisch--
politischepolitische TerminologieTerminologie ffüürr die die slavischenslavischen
SprachenSprachen ÖÖsterreichssterreichs (Legal and Political (Legal and Political 
Terminology for the Slavic Languages of Terminology for the Slavic Languages of 
Austria) in Vienna.Austria) in Vienna.



�� 1880: 1880: CigaleCigale’’ss ZnanstvenaZnanstvena terminologijaterminologija ss
posebnimposebnim oziromozirom nana srednjasrednja uuččiliiliššččaa
(Technical Terminology, Especially for (Technical Terminology, Especially for 
Secondary School Use) is published in Secondary School Use) is published in 
Ljubljana with an extensive GermanLjubljana with an extensive German--Slovenian Slovenian 
and smaller Slovenianand smaller Slovenian--German section.German section.



�� CigaleCigale’’ss ZnanstvenaZnanstvena terminologijaterminologija is based on is based on 
the the NNěěmeckomecko--ččeskýeský slovnslovnííkk vvěědeckdeckééhoho
nnáázvoslovzvoslovíí pro pro gymngymnááziazia a a rereáálnlnéé šškolykoly
(German(German--Czech Dictionary of Science Czech Dictionary of Science 
Terminology for Upper and Intermediate Terminology for Upper and Intermediate 
Secondary Schools, Prague 1853) and Secondary Schools, Prague 1853) and 
BogoslavBogoslav ŠŠulekulek’’ss HrvatskoHrvatsko--njemanjemaččkoko--
talijanskatalijanska terminologijaterminologija (Croatian(Croatian--GermanGerman--
Italian Terminology, Zagreb 1874). A similar Italian Terminology, Zagreb 1874). A similar 
work was also published in Hungary.work was also published in Hungary.



�� 1894: publication of 1894: publication of NemNemšškoko--slovenskaslovenska pravnapravna
terminologijaterminologija (German(German--Slovenian Legal Slovenian Legal 
Terminology, Vienna), etc.Terminology, Vienna), etc.



The beginning of the 20th The beginning of the 20th 

century:century:

�� Practical dictionaries of technical terms, Practical dictionaries of technical terms, 
especially Germanespecially German--Slovenian, began to appear: Slovenian, began to appear: 
postal services, railways, gymnastics societies, postal services, railways, gymnastics societies, 
crafts, trade, etc.crafts, trade, etc.



After 1930After 1930::

�� Lexicographic works were published for the Lexicographic works were published for the 
most part without German equivalents.most part without German equivalents.



From 1960 onwards there From 1960 onwards there 

appeared:appeared:

�� Explanatory dictionaries without foreign Explanatory dictionaries without foreign 
equivalents: engineering, meteorology, equivalents: engineering, meteorology, 
psychiatry, agriculture, veterinary science, law, psychiatry, agriculture, veterinary science, law, 
medicine, geography,medicine, geography,

�� Translated (and also explanatory) or Translated (and also explanatory) or 
translating dictionaries: electrical engineering, translating dictionaries: electrical engineering, 
pharmacy, theatre, alpinism, linguistics, pharmacy, theatre, alpinism, linguistics, 
metrology, metallurgy, geodesics, computer metrology, metallurgy, geodesics, computer 
science, science, welding,welding,



�� Small multilingual practical translating pocket Small multilingual practical translating pocket 
dictionaries: cycling, basketball, alpinism,dictionaries: cycling, basketball, alpinism,

�� Most often with English equivalents.Most often with English equivalents.



Since independence in the Since independence in the 

1990s there have appeared:1990s there have appeared:

�� Translating and translated dictionaries Translating and translated dictionaries 
necessary for new social and political necessary for new social and political 
circumstances: banking, stock exchange, circumstances: banking, stock exchange, 
economics, finance, computer science, economics, finance, computer science, 
business, insurance, law, military,business, insurance, law, military,



�� Explanatory or translating dictionaries for Explanatory or translating dictionaries for 
established fields of knowledge: automobiles, established fields of knowledge: automobiles, 
gemology, library science, military, pharmacy, gemology, library science, military, pharmacy, 
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, 
clothing technology, metallurgy, the oil clothing technology, metallurgy, the oil 
industry,industry,



� Explanatory or translating dictionaries for new 
fields of knowledge: nuclear engineering, 
computer science, information technology, the 
Internet,

� Most often translated from English and/or with 
English equivalents.



Alongside political changes, the past Alongside political changes, the past 

fifteen years have seen major fifteen years have seen major 

changes affecting the language:changes affecting the language:



� Much new terminology is arising because of 
political openness and globalization,

� New terminology is most often English,

� Slovenian sciences are joining (or hope to join) 
international science,

� The principle of supply and demand affects 
language use in the sciences.



For the first time in For the first time in 

Slovenian history the Slovenian history the 

question has appeared:question has appeared:

�� Should Slovenian terminology continue to be Should Slovenian terminology continue to be 
developed, or should it be adapted to developed, or should it be adapted to 
globalization through the use of English in the globalization through the use of English in the 
sciences?sciences?



Majority response:Majority response:

�� The terminology should be Slovenian.The terminology should be Slovenian.

�� The language of instruction at Slovenian The language of instruction at Slovenian 
universities is and should remain Slovenian, universities is and should remain Slovenian, 
except for foreign language instruction.except for foreign language instruction.



Minority response (especially Minority response (especially 

scientists):scientists):

�� Slovenian science can receive global Slovenian science can receive global 
recognition only through English.recognition only through English.

�� Academic programs of national significance Academic programs of national significance 
(in the humanities) should remain Slovenian (in the humanities) should remain Slovenian 
because they cannot be exclusively because they cannot be exclusively 
subordinated to the principle of supply and subordinated to the principle of supply and 
demand.demand.



Negative phenomenaNegative phenomena in in 

SloveniaSlovenia::



The use of English is also The use of English is also 

supported by science policy:supported by science policy:

�� Academic conferences often take place only in Academic conferences often take place only in 
English,English,

�� Researchers earn more points by publishing in Researchers earn more points by publishing in 
English,English,

�� At the faculties there are rarely lectures about At the faculties there are rarely lectures about 
Slovenian terminology, but regularly about Slovenian terminology, but regularly about 
English terminology,English terminology,

�� Some academic journals are published only in Some academic journals are published only in 
English.English.



English is taking hold outside English is taking hold outside 

the sciences:the sciences:

�� Business conducted in English in companies Business conducted in English in companies 
under foreign ownership, etc.,under foreign ownership, etc.,

�� The use of individual English expressions in The use of individual English expressions in 
the media, in politics: the media, in politics: televotingtelevoting, hearing, , hearing, 
briefing,briefing,

�� Advertisements in English or partially in Advertisements in English or partially in 
English,English,

�� English names of companies, bars, etc.English names of companies, bars, etc.



The state allocates too little The state allocates too little 

funding for work on funding for work on 

Slovenian terminology.Slovenian terminology.



Positive phenomena:Positive phenomena:



�� Legal codification of the public use of Legal codification of the public use of 
Slovenian (2004),Slovenian (2004),

�� The government is preparing a strategy for the The government is preparing a strategy for the 
development of Slovenian that will emphasize development of Slovenian that will emphasize 
the significance of Slovenian terminology,the significance of Slovenian terminology,

�� EU acts and standards are being translated into EU acts and standards are being translated into 
Slovenian,Slovenian,



�� The Microsoft Windows operating system has The Microsoft Windows operating system has 
been translated into Slovenian,been translated into Slovenian,

�� New dictionaries of technical terms are New dictionaries of technical terms are 
appearing,appearing,

�� Certain fields of knowledge are dedicating Certain fields of knowledge are dedicating 
great attention to Slovenian terminology: great attention to Slovenian terminology: 
computer science, information technology, computer science, information technology, 
pharmacy, military, law, etc.pharmacy, military, law, etc.



The following deal with The following deal with 

terminology and terminology and 

terminographyterminography::



�� The Section for Dictionaries of Technical The Section for Dictionaries of Technical 
Terms at theTerms at the Fran RamovFran Ramovšš Institute of the Institute of the 
Slovenian Language of the Scientific Research Slovenian Language of the Scientific Research 
Center of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences Center of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences 
and Arts,and Arts,

�� The Slovenian Standards Institute,The Slovenian Standards Institute,

�� The Office for European Affairs,The Office for European Affairs,

�� The Government Translation Office,The Government Translation Office,

�� Faculties, professional organizations, Faculties, professional organizations, 
individuals, etc.individuals, etc.



Achievements of the Section Achievements of the Section 

for Dictionaries of Technical for Dictionaries of Technical 

Terms:Terms:

�� Every year we publish at least one normative Every year we publish at least one normative 
explanatory dictionary of technical terms with explanatory dictionary of technical terms with 
foreignforeign--language equivalents,language equivalents,

�� We have produced the We have produced the Slovar.RedSlovar.Red 2.12.1 program program 
for processing dictionary material,for processing dictionary material,







�� We have produced the We have produced the KonkordKonkord program for program for 
collection of material,collection of material,

�� Approximately 200 external associates in Approximately 200 external associates in 
various technical fields work on our various technical fields work on our 
terminological committees,terminological committees,

�� We are training research assistants for We are training research assistants for 
terminology work,terminology work,

�� We cooperate with the Slovenian Academy of We cooperate with the Slovenian Academy of 
Sciences and Arts, ministries, faculties, Sciences and Arts, ministries, faculties, 
societies, and professional organizations,societies, and professional organizations,



�� We participate in academic and professional We participate in academic and professional 
meetings in Slovenia and abroad,meetings in Slovenia and abroad,

�� We organize terminological conferences,We organize terminological conferences,
�� We are designing a corpus of technical texts in We are designing a corpus of technical texts in 

the Nova the Nova besedabeseda online corpus,online corpus,
�� We cooperate with Slovenians in crossWe cooperate with Slovenians in cross--border border 

areas,areas,
�� We respond to questions from the public and We respond to questions from the public and 

carry out other tasks.carry out other tasks.



Our basic principle for Our basic principle for 

terminological and terminological and 

terminographicterminographic work:work:



�� A profession with an organized naming system A profession with an organized naming system 
is able to transmit its knowledge and develop is able to transmit its knowledge and develop 
new findings.new findings.



Characteristics of Characteristics of 

dictionaries of the Section for dictionaries of the Section for 

Dictionaries of Technical Dictionaries of Technical 

Terms:Terms:



�� They are produced based on excerpts from They are produced based on excerpts from 
Slovenian works and therefore they express the Slovenian works and therefore they express the 
spirit and culture of the Slovenian nation,spirit and culture of the Slovenian nation,

�� The dictionaries are produced by committees,The dictionaries are produced by committees,
�� Top experts in a given field and linguists Top experts in a given field and linguists 

cooperate in the committees,cooperate in the committees,
�� At the time of production, the expressions are At the time of production, the expressions are 

introduced directly into applied use: in introduced directly into applied use: in 
lectures, articles, etc.lectures, articles, etc.



The Section for Dictionaries The Section for Dictionaries 

of Technical Terms is of Technical Terms is 

currently working on the currently working on the 

following explanatory following explanatory 

dictionaries:dictionaries:



�� A general technical dictionary, botany, spatial A general technical dictionary, botany, spatial 
planning, pharmacy,planning, pharmacy,

�� Theater, art history,Theater, art history,

�� Law, legal history, expressions in EU legal Law, legal history, expressions in EU legal 
acts,acts,

�� Apiculture, Skiing,Apiculture, Skiing,

�� Military,Military,

�� Information technology and computer science.Information technology and computer science.



Future tasks in Slovenian Future tasks in Slovenian 

terminology and terminology and 

terminographyterminography::

�� Shaping consciousness of the importance of Shaping consciousness of the importance of 
oneone’’s native language,s native language,

�� Ongoing Ongoing SlovenianizationSlovenianization of foreign of foreign 
expressions,expressions,

�� Producing a publicly accessible electronic Producing a publicly accessible electronic 
corpus of technical texts,corpus of technical texts,



�� Producing explanatory normative dictionaries,Producing explanatory normative dictionaries,

�� Producing at least bilingual and multilingual Producing at least bilingual and multilingual 
dictionaries for new fields of knowledge,dictionaries for new fields of knowledge,

�� Producing manuals for terminological andProducing manuals for terminological and
terminographicterminographic work,work,



�� Publishing lexicographic works in various Publishing lexicographic works in various 
formats,formats,

�� Publication of recommended terminology on Publication of recommended terminology on 
the web enables its immediate use,the web enables its immediate use,

�� Training experts for developing nomenclature Training experts for developing nomenclature 
and technical texts at all educational levels,and technical texts at all educational levels,

�� Securing greater financial support from the Securing greater financial support from the 
state for terminological work.state for terminological work.


